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ZINC. INSPIRATION.
WHERE REASON AND PASSION COMBINE

Zinc is one of the 10 most common elements
found in the Earth’s crust and is an essential trace
element. Our skin, our hair, our immune system
and even sperm cannot do without it.
For over 200 years, it has traditionally been used
for roofing, facade cladding and roof drainage. For decades, the natural building material
RHEINZINK has been essential for the inspiration of demanding architects. Without RHEINZINK, a crucial design medium for the implementation of ideas would be missing for Daniel
Libeskind, Zaha Hadid, Nicholas Grimshaw and
many other architects. RHEINZINK has become
an integral part of architecture with the milestones of modern and sustainable construction.
What could be better than being inspired by one
of the building block of human life?

RHEINZINK has always been ahead of its time.
Architects appreciated the natural material long
before the topic of sustainable building moved to
the general public. Given the increasing debate
about the health impact of building materials,
this thoroughly ecological material is becoming
increasingly important.
RHEINZINK was declared an environmentally
friendly building product by the Institut Bauen
und Umwelt e.V. (Institute of Construction and
Environment), is certified according to the C2C
concept (cradle to cradle), was awarded the
BRE certificate and was tested for traces and
residues of hazardous chemicals as a part of the
building classification programme LEED by the
U.S. Green Building Council.
With RHEINZINK, the requirements of sustainable construction can be met without hesitation.
With the lowest CO2 emissions in production and
therefore the lowest energy consumption during
production, the alloy made of primary zinc with
99.995 % purity is the most lightweight of construction metals. RHEINZINK is exceptionally
durable, 100 % recyclable and can be directly
recycled. It is therefore quite reasonable and
responsible to build with RHEINZINK.

At www.rheinzink.com, you will find other sustainable solutions for the creative use of RHEINZINK.

But what does reason matter when passion
comes into play? What fascinates architects and
planners about RHEINZINK are the breathtaking
design possibilities of the exceptional material,
which becomes more and more attractive over
the decades with its vibrant patina. This issue of
ZINCSPIRATION exhibits four architecturally
and ecologically exemplary reference projects,
which show that passion and reason can be
combined in the most beautiful way.
Let yourself be inspired by the sustainable qualities of an eternally young material. We are happy to follow your ideas if the examples shown
here inspire you.
We hope you enjoy reading.
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MADE IN GERMANY
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One brand,
four product lines

Environmentally friendly,
durable and
maintenance-free
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Over 45 years
of experience

Natural surface with
self-healing effect
(PATINA LINE)
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Local service

Good CO2 balance
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100 % recyclable

Do you want to be inspired by the sustainability of the material RHEINZINK?
Then visit our website: www.rheinzink.com/sustainability/ecology
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LONG. EVITY.
DESIGN THE FUTURE WITH RHEINZINK

MATERIAL FOR GENERATIONS
In our consumer-driven and throwaway society,
a new counter-trend has manifested in recent
years: the yearning for lasting value is a desire
that has now also developed into an important
decision criterion in architecture. The quality,
environmental friendliness and durability of
materials is becoming increasingly important. At
the same time, builders and planners are increasingly being confronted with legal requirements to
operate with ecological responsibility. Ecological
home construction is becoming the standard for
the coming decades. RHEINZINK products
al
ready meet the requirements of the future
today. For more than 45 years, this natural material has had what others are only now discovering. The extreme longevity is a valuable legacy
for future generations.

FOREVER YOUNG
Constantly reinventing yourself and always re
maining true to yourself is a typical RHEINZINK
attribute. Although the natural material has been
on the market for almost half a century, it is still
one of the most innovative materials in architecture today. There is a reason the fine natural
material has acquired a global prestige that
impresses with timeless aesthetics and convinces
through a high intrinsic value.

The RHEINZINK product range with the surface
lines RHEINZINK-prePATINA®, -PROTECT®,
-COLOR® and -INTERIEUR® does follow the spirit
of the times, but is also highly innovative. All
RHEINZINK products are ecological, absolutely
care and maintenance-free and set standards
with a service life of several generations to come.

BUILDING ON TRUE VALUES
RHEINZINK is a material of the highest quality.
In just a single work step, the patented alloy is
melted, cast, rolled and wound into strips of different thicknesses. This results in a material that
convinces with its pure quality. Constant testing
and extensive laboratory tests guarantee the
high production quality.

SELF-HEALING PATINA
Over time, the surface of the most widely used
product line RHEINZINK-prePATINA® forms a
blue-grey or graphite-grey protective layer – the
so-called patina. This natural patination, which
gives buildings their very own character, takes
place in several phases. The influence of oxygen
produces zinc oxide on the surface, which first
becomes zinc hydroxide due to moisture and
rain and – with the involvement of air – ultimately becomes zinc carbonate. The patina that

develops bit by bit in this way sustainably protects the material from the influences of weather
and from corrosion. Particularly fascinating are
the self-healing properties of this patina, which
even makes any scratches forgotten over time.

ETERNAL LIFE
The material RHEINZINK is not only extremely
durable if properly installed, but is almost immortal too. At the end of its long life, it can be completely recycled. You cannot shape the future
more responsibly.

Do you want to build with a “clean” material?
Learn more at www.rheinzink.com/sustainability/ecology
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RAINWATER. QUALITY.
RAINWATER MANAGEMENT – HARMLESS. BY NATURE

Rainwater and groundwater form the basis of a
functioning ecosystem. Environmentally friendly
rainwater management takes top priority in the
process. When the infiltration of rainwater
became a topic about 20 years ago, there was
very little scientifically based criteria for its quality. The air was very strongly polluted with SO2
exhaust gas (“acid rain”) and the water draining
off zinc roofs – without consideration of the specific circumstances – was frequently classified as
“questionable” for precautionary reasons.
Today, it can be scientifically proven that the zinc
percentage in rainwater coming from zinc roofs
is not higher than what is allowed in our drinking
water. In the EU Drinking Water Directive and in
the German Drinking Water Ordinance, there
are no longer guide values today due to the
harmlessness of the trace element. There is a natural concentration of zinc present in water, air
and soil. Even rainwater and drinking water for
irrigation inevitably contain zinc during infiltration.

A CLEAN BALANCE
For decades, RHEINZINK has been highly committed to the responsibility of protecting the environment. Many long-term studies contribute to
the acquisition of knowledge about the material
RHEINZINK and to the continuous improvement
of production processes. The ecological balance
of RHEINZINK products is exemplary.
As a part of numerous international research projects, the possible consequences of zinc in rainwater were investigated over the last ten years
by various independent institutions. The unanimous result: it does not have any adverse or
questionable effect. The infiltration of rainwater
through soakaways and infiltration wells is absolutely harmless in compliance with the technical
rules and building specifications provided for this
purpose. The zinc content of the rainwater
drained over RHEINZINK roof surfaces is at the
drinking water level. Rainwater meanwhile has a
quality that corresponds to the EU quality for
swimming water or lakes.

Recent publications by the Umweltbundesamt
(Federal Environmental Agency, UBA) describe
that, for example, only 2 % of the total zinc added to the environment comes from zinc surfaces
from building shells. The share of this that makes
its way into the ground is even lower at less than
0.5 % and is also safe. This share is not bioavailable in any case due to the binding of the metal
to clay minerals, iron oxides and organic substances. The completely natural runoff from roofing materials has decreased further with zinc
roofs in the last 15 years due to the massive
decrease in “acid rain” and the associated, continuously improved air quality.
Today’s situation no longer justifies the precautionary principle applied 20 years ago to protect
the groundwater. In this respect, its rescindment is
an (eco)logical decision that opens up sustainable opportunities.

UPCYCLING
INSTEAD OF DOWNCYCLING
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Many materials no longer have their original quality
after recycling and can only be used for secondary
purposes (downcycling). The quality and product
characteristics of RHEINZINK remain 100 % preserved with the recycling process (upcycling). RHEINZINK is an ideal material in the sense of a sustainable
recycling management.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE
RHEINZINK does not
require maintenance or care
during its long life.

SERVICE LIFE
RHEINZINK sets
standards with a service life
of several generations.

RECYCLING
RHEINZINK can easily
be collected and
separated during
reconstruction work
or at the end of its use.
The material is 100%
recyclable and already
consists of up to 30% se
condary material today
(pre-consumer).
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PROCESSING
Unlike many other
materials, no measures
beyond the traditional
work protection measures
need to be taken to protect
one’s health during
the processing of
RHEINZINK.
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ETERNALLY VALUABLE
If RHEINZINK had not already existed for nearly 50
years, someone would have invented it. In every new
product cycle, scraps are used to make new material.
Zinc scrap can be processed again and again into
RHEINZINK.

01
RAW MATERIALS
OBTAINMENT
RHEINZINK raw materials
are sourced from international
suppliers and are transported
in the most economical way.

PRODUCTION
RHEINZINK is the lightweight
among construction metals
with the lowest CO2emissions during
production.

Are you fascinated by the sustainability of our material?
Then please request more information at www.rheinzink.com/sustainability/ecology
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RECYCLING. ABILITY.
RHEINZINK IS A MATERIAL AND RESOURCE AT THE SAME TIME.

100 % QUALITY STABLE

ECONOMIC POTENTIAL

ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS

Recycling usually describes a recovery process
after which many materials no longer have their
original quality and as a result can only now be
used for less demanding purposes. The quality
and product properties of the natural material
RHEINZINK remain 100 % preserved compared
to many other materials in the recycling process.

The energy required for recycling RHEINZINK is
only about 5 % of the primary energy content. This
means that an incredible 95 % of the energy is
saved compared to new production. As well as
the fact that a scrap metal value of up to 60 %
is achieved for primary zinc, the decision for the
natural material is also extremely sustainable from
an economic point of view.

While other building materials must be disposed
of at a high cost, the material RHEINZINK still has
a high value at the end of its long life, regardless
of its environmental benefits. Thanks to the simple
deconstruction, 95 % of the material is recycled at
the end of its service life.

SUSTAINABLY VALUABLE CYCLE
In principle, RHEINZINK products have an eternal life. During reconstruction measures or after
the usage phase of a building, they can easily
be separated and collected. They can be 100 %
recycled without additional production steps,
such as paint stripping or separating composite
materials. Even the trim scrap accrued during production is 100 % re-melted and made into new
products. The recycling rate of construction zinc
in Germany is almost 100 % – virtually no construction zinc is lost.

SYSTEMATIC RECYCLING
Waste and RHEINZINK from reconstruction or
renovation measures are collected by the processors and either sold to secondary smelting operations directly or through scrap metal dealers. The
zinc scrap is sorted, melted, liquated and then
cast as zinc or zinc alloy. The waelz tube method
was developed for the treatment of low zinc precursors, as they in particular occur in the context
of recycling processes. The contained zinc vapourises and oxidises here and is recovered in a
filter as waelz oxide after cooling.

CRADLE TO CRADLE (C2C)

IBU ENVIRONMENTAL DECLARATION

The Institut Bauen und Umwelt e.V. (IBU) (Institute of Construction
and Environment) tests building products for their environmental
and health impact. The testing covers the entire life cycle – from
the raw materials production to processing and use to the
recycling. www.bau-umwelt.de

The cradle to cradle concept provides that no waste
results during the production of products and that this does
not have any negative impact on the environment.
The amount of raw material used must correspond
exactly to the weight of the finished product
according to the C2C concept. These are high
demands that RHEINZINK confidently meets.
www.c2ccertified.org

QUALITY ZINC

All RHEINZINK products are tested as a part of a voluntary
examination by the TÜV Rheinland according to the strict
QUALITY ZINC list of criteria. Only products that meet the strict
requirements of the test criteria catalogue,
which exceed the standard regulations, for the
production and processing of construction zinc
are labelled with the QUALITY ZINC mark.
www.tuv.com/de

LEED

As a part of the building classification programme
LEED by the U.S. Green Building Council, building
materials are tested for traces and residues of
hazardous chemicals. RHEINZINK was certified.
www.usgbc.org/leed

			

BRE GLOBAL LISTED

The “BRE Environmental Assessment Method” is the
leading and most widely used method of certification
for buildings. It sets the highest standards for the best possible
sustainable design and is the indicator for the description
of the environmental impact of a building.
The material RHEINZINK was awarded with the BRE
certificate. www.bre.co.uk

IGEF SEAL OF APPROVAL

The material RHEINZINK was awarded
with the IGEF seal of approval, because
it is proven to safely shield
electromagnetic radiation.
www.elektrosmog.com

Would you like to learn more about our “outstanding” material?
All certificates are available at www.rheinzink.com/sustainability/ecology/product-declarations-and-certificates
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SEAL OF APPROVAL.
QUALITY SIGNED AND SEALED.

The name RHEINZINK stands for a quality that
has far exceeded the standard requirements for
decades. This natural material for roofing, facade
and roof drainage systems is fully certified and
has been convincing people of its positive properties for over 45 years. The variety of seals of
approval sets standards in the German and international architecture scene.

GUARANTEEING THE FUTURE
RHEINZINK has a quality that will last well into
the future. This is confirmed by the many seals of
approval that the material has been awarded.
They document what architects, contractors and
builders have confirmed in practice for decades.
No other material can offer more security.
The RHEINZINK quality is based on a worldwide unique production method that was largely
developed by RHEINZINK engineers. Constant
monitoring of the individual production phases,
all mechanical and technical properties and the
dimensional tolerances guarantee a constant material quality.

THE QUALITY ZINC LABEL

PROOF OF TRUST

With the award of the QUALITY ZINC label,
TÜV Rheinland confirms to us the extreme care
taken in the production and processing of RHEINZINK. The TÜV seal stands for a consistently high
product quality. At the same time, it documents
our assumption of warranty that exceeds the
statutory requirement, the environmental compatibility according to ISO 14025 type III, the
environmental protection certification according
to ISO 14001:2004 and a quality management
according to ISO 9001:2008.

RHEINZINK not only trusts in the certificates of
external institutes, but also actively takes on its
own responsibility. With a quality certificate, we
assure that all RHEINZINK sheets and tape, roofing, facade cladding and roof drainage systems
consist of standard-compliant, defect-free material and safely meet the requirements set forth in the
European technical rules and standards.

THE IBU ENVIRONMENTAL
DECLARATION (EPD)
The experts of the Institut Bauen und Umwelt e. V.
(Institute of Construction and Environment) have
declared the material RHEINZINK – according to
EN 15804 – as an environmentally compatible
building product. This award not only confirms the
environmental quality of RHEINZINK, but also
our high level of responsibility.

THE IGEF SEAL OF APPROVAL
Investigations by the International Society for
Electromagnetic Pollution Research (IGEF) have
shown that RHEINZINK, in a grounded state,
shields low-frequency electrical alternating fields
at 99.92 % and high-frequency electromagnetic
radiation at 99.93 %. Biological measurements
also attest to a harmonising effect on the heart,
circulation and nervous system as well as an increased level of relaxation. Due to these results,
RHEINZINK was awarded the IGEF seal of approval.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE FUTURE
RHEINZINK offers an environmental management according to ISO 14001, an energy management system according to ISO 50001 and a
social responsibility “Made in Germany”. You get
the security – from manufacturing to recycling – of
building responsibly.

WYRE FOREST DISTRICT
COUNCIL OFFICES, UK
A “GREEN” FLAGSHIP PROJECT
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The graphite-grey covered pitched roofs blend
in with the sky between Kidderminster and
Stourport-on-Severn. Here in the British county
of Worcestershire, the Wyre Forest District
Council is settling into its new office complex – a
“green” showpiece, certified with the BREEAM
mark.
Wyre Forest District Council: the name implies the
task. The new 3.585 m² administration building
was created with sustainability in mind, so it was
designed with the latest “green” technologies
and materials. Sustainability was a key issue and
the BRE rating of the material RHEINZINK was
an important criterion in the selection of the
building materials.
Cradle to Grave
RHEINZINK was already recognised in 2012 by
BRE Global (British Research Establishment Ltd.)
as an environmentally friendly building product
and was certified with the BRE mark. The basis of
this analysis is a “cradle to gate” life cycle analysis of the material. The environmental effect is
converted into “Ecopoints” per tonne of material.
100 Ecopoints correspond to the annual environmental impact of an inhabitant of Western
Europe. The evaluation takes place at the component level, i.e. all other building materials
required for a square metre of roof or facade are
added. The same applies for the transport, maintenance, service life and for all processes at the
end of the product’s use. The environmental
impact is calculated based on a 60-year service
life (“cradle to grave”). The result is shown in
Ecopoints per m² and translated in ratings from
A+ to E. The RHEINZINK roofing and facade
cladding in standing seam technology were
awarded with an A+ rating – a clear recommendation for the planning architects.
Poignant Design
In the design, the architects Broadway Malyan
were inspired by design elements that are deeply
ingrained with the regional heritage. The selected building materials and the roof geometry are
reminiscent of the historic Weber houses that
once dominated the region.

25 tonnes of the ecological material RHEINZINK-prePATINA graphite-grey were processed
for the flashing of the pitched roofs that lift into
the English sky with creative ease. The grey
appearance of the pre-weathered panels’
installed angled standing seam technology harmonises ideally with the wood-clad facade. City
councilman John Campion, head of the Wyre
Forest District Councils: “The plan was to realise
a thoroughly ’green’ building that would
become the flagship project, the gateway to a
new way of thinking in our district”. The plan succeeded. It succeeded due to the modern building
technology, which optimises the building's energy balance with geothermal heat pumps, ecological heating and cooling systems, a maximum
of natural ventilation and daylight. The sustainably designed building complex will not only help
the environment, but will also save management
annual costs in the amount of EUR 600,000.

Design Architects:
Broadway Malyan,
Birmingham, United Kingdom
Client:
AS Project, United Kingdom
Sheet Metal Contractor:
Longworth Metal Roofing,
St Helens, United Kingdom
Specifications:
3200 m2, 25 t, RHEINZINK-prePATINA
graphite-grey, angled standing seam system
Certification:
BREEAM Excellent rating for the building,
certification component for roof system with
RHEINZINK: BRE rating A+

  

LAURANCE S. ROCKEFELLER
PRESERVE, USA
43° 37' 34" N   110° 46' 31" W – A PLACE FOR REFLECTION
In the far south of the Grand Teton National
park, there is a particularly lasting legacy. Laurance S. Rockefeller linked the donation of the
440-hectare area with a requirement: this
should be a place where people could realise
the uniqueness of nature and make them aware
of their role as stewards of nature. He would be
proud of the result of the first LEED Platinumcertified building in the state of Wyoming and in
a national park in general. It was achieved with
environmentally friendly building materials and
has already received multiple awards both for
its architecture as well as for its ecological concept.
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tally friendly building materials that meet criteria
such as positive eco-balance, long service life
and reusability: wood that is certified by the Forest Stewardship Council, insulation made of re
cycled jeans and cotton fibres, low-solvent adhesives and coatings, shuttering blocks made of
recycled polystyrene and the LEED-certified natural material RHEINZINK.
A “tranquil” Building
The legacy of Rockefeller was fulfilled with a
650 m² exhibition and information centre, which
provides information about the geology, flora
and fauna of the wildlife in the Grand Teton
National Park. The philosophy of the architects
Carney, Logan and Burke was to create
a “tranquil” building, a place of contemplation –
a building that reflects the surrounding landscape
and that interferes as little as possible with the
environment during construction as well as while
in operation.
“LEED” as a guiding Principle
The L-shaped building, which appears to be
organically grown from the landscape, ideally
meets the requirements of the LEED certification
system, which was developed in 1998 by the
U.S. Green Building Council. “LEED” stands for
“Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design”, i.e. for the energy and environmental
friendliness of a building. With this guiding principle, the architects exclusively used environmen-

Wild Landscape with Patina
In order to “silently” integrate the building into
nature, the architects chose RHEINZINK-prePA
TINA graphite-grey for the roofing and parts of
the facade cladding. This pre-weathered material variant, manufactured in a unique process, fits
perfectly into the sustainable concept. It already
has its aesthetic colour ex works, is exemplarily
ecological and, like all RHEINZINK products,
sets standards with a service life of several generations.
Bands and Tiles
The roof was realised as a purlin roof. The interior panelling is made of wood, noise insulation
and composite elements with thermal insulation.
The roofing made of 0.7 mm thick RHEINZINK
prePATINA graphite-grey form the upper eaves,
which the contractor ordered as coil, profiled in
a double standing seam technique on site and
installed in the form of 40 cm wide bands.
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In order to visually divide the extensive building
and to place accents in the facades dominated
by wood, the entrance area was faced with rectangular RHEINZINK flat lock tiles between the
building sides and a window in the lounge. To
continue the horizontal lines of the building, the
tiles were customised on site and were not
seamed on the top as usual, but rather on the
sides and fixed concealed.
In total, 900 m² of RHEINZINK-prePATINA
graphite-grey was installed, of which 743 m²
was on the roof and 186 m² was on the facades.
Window shutters faced with RHEINZINK protect
the windows of the centre when it sinks into a
long, snowy winter sleep in the period from
November to April due to its location at
43° 37‘ 34“ N   110° 46‘ 31“ W.

Architect:
Carney Logan Burke Architects,
Jackson, WY, USA
Client:
Grand Teton National Park,
Moose, WY, USA
Sheet Metal Contractor:
Salt River Roofing, Afton, WY, USA
Specifications:
Roof:
743 m2, 4 t, RHEINZINK-prePATINA
graphite-grey, double standing seam system
Facade:
186 m2, 1 t, RHEINZINK-prePATINA
graphite-grey, flat-lock tile system
Certification:
LEED Platinum. This project is the first project in
Wyoming, USA that was certified according
to LEED criteria. It received 17 of 17 possible
"Energy Points" for sustainable construction.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTRE, CA
AN INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE
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A considerably more sustainable future is being
designed at the Child Development Centre of
the University of Calgary. Relief organisations
work together here in a 125,000 square metre
space for the benefit of children. Responsible,
forward-thinking actions were also needed in
the planning and realisation of the building
complex. Today, it is regarded as the largest
construction project in Canada that has received
a LEED Platinum certification.
The Future under one Roof
The vision was to combine the various research
departments of the university and the practical
facilities of the regional health care of Calgary in
one building complex. A great deal of space was
needed to develop this bundled commitment for
the benefit of the children. In addition, requirements of realising all new investment projects at
a high level of sustainability also applied.
Passion and a Business Sense
Three materials were discussed for the design of
the north and south facades: aluminium composite panels, 3.2 mm thick coated aluminium panels or 1.2 mm thick panels made from the environmentally friendly material RHEINZINK.
“Vision, budget and timeline specifications were
ambitious”, says the project architect Judy MacDougall from Kasian Architecture Interior Design
and Planning, Calgary. “From the start, RHEINZINK was our first choice, but we wanted to
have an alternative in case the siding made of
RHEINZINK would prove to be too expensive”.
Ultimately, the decision for RHEINZINK was the
cheapest option, which also distinguished itself
from an economic point of view.

Titanium Zinc on four Levels
In order to cover the northern and southern
facades of the four-storey building, about
2.322 m2 of RHEINZINK-prePATINA graphitegrey were used. “We invested a great deal of
time in the design in order to achieve an optimum
material yield per coil”, says MacDougall.
“From an aesthetic perspective, the natural colour of the graphite-grey material variant impresses us. From an economic perspective, the longevity impresses us. RHEINZINK-prePATINA
graphite-grey already has the beautiful colour of
patina from the start, because due to the very dry
climate in the region of Calgary, the patination
process is extremely slow here. It was a real
pleasure to work with this special material".

Design architect:
Kasian Architecture Interior Design and
Planning Ltd., Calgary, AB, Canada
Client:
University of Calgary, Calgary, AB, Canada
Sheet Metal Contractor::
Thermal Systems KWC, Ltd.,
Calgary, AB, Canada
Specifications:
2322 m2, RHEINZINK-prePATINA
graphite-grey, horizontal panel system,
compound system
Certification:
LEED Platinum

FOX VAKANTIES, NL
CRADLE TO CRADLE DYNAMICALLY INTERPRETED
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Park 20|20 is a business park located west of
Amsterdam that has been constructed according
to the cradle to cradle concept. All building
materials used are manufactured in harmony
with the environment and have positive effects
on the economy and society. Fox Vakanties, a
subsidiary of the general Dutch Cycling Association and Internet tour operator, built its headquarters here – a building ensemble awarded
with BREEAM Excellent.
Stewards of Nature and Mentors
“The raw materials provided to us by nature are
precious and in many cases are limited. We
should therefore use them sparingly and with a
sense of responsibility”. Against this background,
the American architect William A. McDonough
and the German chemist Dr Michael Braungart
developed the cradle to cradle concept. The
goal is for no waste to be produced during the
manufacture of products or that this waste is recycled, so as to have no negative influences on the
environment and so that the materials used can
be reused. Downcycling, i.e. the lower utilisation
of recycled material and waste, does not exist in
the C2C sense. According to this concept, waste,
such as leaves that fall from the trees in autumn,
is food for something new.
A far-reaching Idea
In 2007, the Dutch Delta Development Group
came up with the idea of building an industrial
park according to C2C criteria. They commissioned the architect McDonough to develop a
corresponding concept and a master plan for a
114,000 m² site.
The planning for the Park 20|20 impressed with
its holism: all components, from the landscaping
to the energy-optimised architecture and supply
from sustainable energy sources to the central

water and wastewater management, meet the
“cradle to the cradle” criteria. For the construction of the building, only materials that are certified by the Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation
Institute (a non-profit organisation) could be
used.
The Material for the Philosophy
The product line RHEINZINK-prePATINA is C2C
certified and therefore is one of the building
materials that was allowed to be used in Park
20|20. The excellent properties of RHEINZINK
include (among C2C aspects) that all waste
incurred during production is fed back into the
production process, that the amount of raw
material used must exactly match the weight of
the finished product and that the ecological
material is 100 % recyclable. It therefore meets
the high requirements of the cradle to cradle concept in every respect.

Facade in the “Random Laying Pattern"
Because of its unusual architectural concept, the
headquarters of Fox Vakanties is also a visual
highlight of the park. Behind its facade ensemble; it houses offices, meeting rooms, a visitor
area with a cafeteria and a theatre for films and
travelogues from around the world. The global
diversity of travel destinations with their diverse
cultures was expressed by the architects with
round, square and oblique building parts as well
as a high-contrast facade design. A colourful
glass facade, which stands as the public access
area, resides over a bright red rotunda standing
in water that is reminiscent of a Chinese lantern.
To the south of the building, the ground floor with
its planted facades forms the basis for a glass
conference area, above which the rather inverted office area hovers with the outward tilted
exterior wall. Builders and architects had this
dynamically upward trending building wing covered with the ecological material RHEINZINK-prePATINA graphite-grey.
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The installation on the facades took place in
angled standing seam technology in the “random laying pattern”, which with its expressive
vertical lines powerfully highlights the movement
upward. For the implementation, three different
band widths (150 mm, 300 mm and 450 mm)
were used, which were laid with a seam height
of 25 mm. The arrangement of the bands took
place according to the specifications of the architects. The installation took place on an insulated,
rear ventilated wood frame construction.
Excellently realised
The headquarters of Fox Vakanties not only
impresses with its use of C2C materials, but also
by its overall concept: The building was awarded
with the BREEAM Excellent seal of quality
according to BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method), the
British certification system for sustainable construction.

Design architect:
William McDonough + Partners,
Charlottesville, VA, USA
Client:
IBB Kondor, Leiden, Netherlands
Sheet Metal Contractor:
Loodgietersbedrijf C.J. Ockeloen v.o.f.,
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Specifications:
600 m2, 7 t, RHEINZINK-prePATINA
graphite-grey, angled standing seam system,
reveal panel system
Certification:
C2C – Cradle to Cradle
BREEAM Excellent

ECOLOGICAL
SUSTAINABILITY

ECONOMICAL
SUSTAINABILITY

SOCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY

Longevity

Environmental
management
according
to ISO 14001

Corporate culture

Recyclability
High recycling rate
Protects against
electromagnetic
pollution
Rainwater
management
No polluted areas
for future generations

Energy management
according
to ISO 50001

CSR in accordance
with ISO 26000
Operational
co-management

Water management
in our production
facilities

Occupational health
and safety

Innovations

Social commitment

Would you like to learn more about us and our fascinating material?
Then visit our website: www.rheinzink.com
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Rules and values

RETAIN. VALUES.
THE THREE RHEINZINK PILLARS OF SUSTAINABILITY

Since the last climate report, the idea of sustainability has become the world’s focus. It describes
the ability to use a natural system in a way that
is as waste free as possible. The performance of
our society will only be maintained if the simultaneous and equal implementation of ecological,
economic and social sustainability is ensured.
These three pillars of sustainability, which were
first defined in 1987 in the Brundtlandt report
by the World Commission for Environment and
Development of the United Nations, are also the
basis of our work.

WE PRESERVE VALUES
Treating natural, material and human resources
with care for over 45 years is an integral component of our corporate philosophy. Sustainability is
and remains a key issue for us. The high quality,
the exemplary ecological balance, the extremely
long life cycle and the 100 % recyclability of our
natural material RHEINZINK are the result of this
commitment.

The positive BRE rating, the certification according to the cradle to cradle concept, the LEED certification, the IBU product declaration (according
to EN 15804) and the award with the IGEF seal
of approval make RHEINZINK a material with a
future.
Even today, sustainability is an important decision criterion when selecting materials, which is
becoming increasingly important given the irreversible development.

ECONOMY WITH RHEINZINK
For us, economic sustainability is also about preserving and increasing physical capital. It is our
stated goal to keep our knowledge and our
image at a high level. The same applies for our
environmental management according to the
international environmental management standard ISO 14001, our energy management system according to ISO 50001, for our water
management system and our innovative spirit.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
We place the highest value on a partnership with
our customers and suppliers and view our employees as the most important component. They
are not only rewarded in the context of collective bargaining agreements, but also have many
opportunities to bring the requirements of everyday work in line with family needs. Their satisfaction is documented in the form of great personal commitment and a very low staff turnover.

MADE IN GERMANY QUALITY
We also consider our commitment to Germany
as sustainability. For more than 45 years now,
we have been loyal to our production in Datteln, on the edge of the Ruhr. Our products are
offered and sold via branches and subsidiaries in
30 countries. We speak the language of our customers, manufacture according to customer needs
and offer tailor-made service.

We think and act sustainably. The paper used for this publication is FSC® certified. It comes from raw materials from sustainably managed forests!
We thank all of you who have supported us in the implementation of this publication, whether through conversations or through the projects presented.
© 2014 RHEINZINK GmbH & Co. KG
All rights reserved. Reprinting, reproduction (even in part) without the written permission of RHEINZINK GmbH & Co. KG is not permitted.

Do you have a visionary idea and are
looking for a sustainable solution?
Do you have questions about our material?
Are you looking for a reference project?
Then we are looking forward to your call!

Tel.: +49 2363 605 - 0
Fax: +49 2363 605 - 209
info@rheinzink.de
www.rheinzink.com
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RHEINZINK GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 1452
45705 Datteln
Germany

